Chateaux Constantin
Eco Boutique Hotel
Agistro Serres Greece

Chateaux Constantin
We would like to
welcome you to our
beautiful accommodation
surrounded by the
stunning scenery
of Northern Greece

Warmest regards,
Constantinos, Family and Associates

“Chateaux Constantin” or “Constantin’s fairytale”. We only
stayed for a few days , but we will remember them like
fairytale days. Unique moments. We consider it an honour
that we were the first visitors to this jewel in Angistro. We
wish you from the bottom of our heart good luck with your
work and so long.
Dimitris, Margarita
“guest comment”

Description
Chateaux Constantin is located in Agistro, Serres, which is famed for its thermal springs, known as the
Agistro Hammam. The area is defined by its rich natural beauty, good food at the local tavernas and
the local's innate hospitality a place where you can get away from the daily routine of the towns and
cities. It's worth mentioning that Agistro is one of the few mountain locations in Greece that is easily
accessible and doesn't require the use of difficult roads, the village is surrounded by green hills and is
only a few kilometres from the motorway that joins Greece to neighbouring Bulgaria.
The eco boutique hotel has a total of 10 rooms of which 5 are doubles, 3 are penthouses, and there is
also a suite and a small double. The rooms have a double bed, television, free international satellite
channels, DVD player, fridge, min bar at extra cost, wardrobe, hairdryer, WC and shower with a
traditional sink, fire burner, a type of cast iron heater that functions as a fireplace for which the wood
is supplied for free. The main heat source is from the radiators. There is hot water 24hrs a day, and you
are able to make coffee or tea in your room free of charge.
Upon arrival at the hotel you will find a local sweet wine awaiting you. The shampoo and shower gels
are provided by KORRES. The mattresses are from the Italian Fashion House PerDomire, they are
hypoallergenic and made of the revolutionary material Memory Foam. Both the duvet and two of the
pillows are feather, and the other two pillows are hard anatomic. The rooms are exquisitely decorated.
The extra surprise is breakfast in bed at no extra charge, the rooms have dining tables and chairs, and
there are also large traditional balconies with a view. Free Wi-Fi is available throughout the reception
area.
The suite has a hydro massage next to the bed and some of the double rooms have wood burners. Board
games, packs of cards and magazine are also available free of charge. There is parking available at the
rear of the hotel at no extra cost.
The Chateaux was created by Constantinos himself, who managed to combine taste with functionality
and tradition with comfort. Constantinos has created a fairytale atmosphere that blends several seasons
together.
Constantinos is a man with an eye for details, who does what he does with love. He graduated the
Higher School of Hotel and Gastronomy Management in Munich, and he has a master's degree in
Tourism Leisure Management Development. In Greece he graduated in marketing and advertising and
has also taken part in several seminars and conferences making him one of the most sought after
general managers in his country. He also has exquisite knowledge of cooking and wine.

Chateaux Constantin, as with all of his creations, was created with love and care. It is
a place where we don't call you guests but friends. The hospitable environment in
harmony with flawless architecture and exquisite taste will make you feel so
comfortable that the only thing for which we can be sure of, is that you
will return to visit us again.

“ ...it has truly earned its name...we were enthralled by the
hospitality and the stately beauty ..”
guest comment

“... we discovered the
care, the comfort, the
warmth, the smiles, the
scent of simplicity and
the peace of nature …”
guest comment

“ ... Unparalleled beauty, warm hospitality, we
were left speechless ...” guest comment

“ ... thank-you so much
for the uniqueness, the
warm hospitality, and
the wonderful grandeur
we felt ...”
guest comment

Suite

“... it was just what we needed to relax, forget and fall in
love again ...” guest comment
Our mattresses are from the Italian fashion house PerDormine.
Made from the hypoallergenic and revolutionary Memory foam

Penthouse

“... an amazing,
magical and
traditional
room ...”
guest comment

Penthouse

Penthouse

“ ...the duvets are magical … pure feather. You don’t want
to get out of bed ...” guest comment
The surprise is breakfast in bed whatever time you want!!!

Double Room

“ ... the warmth you
gave us was
unprecedented ...”
guest comment

Penthouse

“ ... thank-you for welcoming us into your home

because that’s how you made us feel ...” guest comment

“ ...Chateaux
Constantin is one of the
most beautiful
guesthouses we have
ever visited ...”
guest comment

Local Attractions
Agistro ~ Agistro has become the ultimate destination for a visitor seeking a truly relaxing experience.
Located in the town centre is the Agistro «Clock Tower», a public Byzantine building that was erected under
Andronikos Palaiologos III. The Byzatine Agistro Spa is the oldest working hamman in Greece, dates back
to 950 AD and has significant architectural influences from the Ottoman conquerors. Agistro’s five hammam
are amongst the oldest in the country.
Fort Roupel ~ The heroic Fort Roupel is situated a short distance away from Agistro. A visitor can visit
the fort, the section that functions as a museum and the SOUND and LIGHT building showing a 20 minute
presentation regarding the heroic events of the Greek resistance to the German troops in April ‘41.
Lake Kerkini ~ Kerkini Lake is one of the largest bio-wetlands in Greece with rare natural beauty every season
of the year and an abundance of wild birds including pelicans, wild ducks & herons.
Sidirokastro Castle ~ The Byzantine castle at Sidirokastro, perched on top of Isaris granite rock, is the city’s
symbol. It was begun in 527 AD by the emperor Ioustinianos and completed by Andronikos Palaiologos III
(1326AD-1341AD).
Lailias Ski Centre ~ The Lailias ski centre is home to one of the most important outdoor activities in the Serres
County.
Lailias Forest ~ The Lailias is the greatest forest expanse of the Serres Prefecture, situated on the west
side of Vrontous mountain and spans over 33,000.00 acres.
Monastery of St. John the Baptist ~ The Monastery of St. John the Baptist Serres was built in 1270 and
is a testimont to the beauty of Byzatine art.
Alistratis Cave ~ Alistratis Cave contains huge stalagmites and stalactites in a variety of colours and rare
shapes from eccentrics or helictites “defying” the natural laws of gravity and following erratic paths. The
vast amount of rare eccentrics in what makes this cave unique amongst others caves in Greece.
Aggitis River ~ Just a mere breath away from the manmade entrance to Alistratis cave is the Aggitis
River gorge, which is the largest tributary of Strymonas delta, and is about 75km in length. The gorge
and Aggitis river are idea for river sports.
Monastery of Panagia Eikosifoinissa ~ The Monstery is in a stunning setting at 753m altitude. It is one
of two holy places in eastern Macedonia that are still the destination of numerous faith followers who
come to pray to the «holy image of Theotokos» and relax in its calming environment.
Amphipolis ~ The city was founded by the Athenians and was an important Hellenic centre during the
Macedonian and Roman years. The Amphipolis Lion is one of the most important monuments, not just
for Amphipolis but for Macedonia, and is situated next to the west bank of the Strymonas. There is also
an Archelogical Museum.
Bansko Ski Resort ~ Bulgaria’s Number 1 Ski Resort is less than a 2 hour drive away (118 km)
from Agistro Town
Bansko also offers world class 18-hole golf courses set amongst prestine lakes and greenery.
Casino ~ In neighbouring Bulgaria there is a casino, just 8 kilometres away.

Greek-Bulgarian Border Promachonas 7km
Closest Airport, Thessalonica (SKG) 134km
Closest Mainline Train Station - KTEL Bus Station, Sidirocastro 28km
Sidirocastro 28km Serres 50km Thessalonica 130km Athens 630km

Chateaux Constantin
Agistro, Serres, 62300
Constantinos Ioannidis
Mobile: +30 6974 780 751
For reservations please contact us:
Tel: +30 23230 41180 Fax: +30 23230 41260
e-mail: cost-ioa@otenet.gr
For further information please visit our website:
www.toarchontikotoukosti.gr

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
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